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television production to his sublect area. Poth teachers and students
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T. C.nmr,ary (continued)

in g, n 1-11, :indent:- in elace,e,- of t Inro In-in tele-
viJaion o dir-et feachinc tool
t:lt.e than did previou.; of tie teachers before
felovi:lon wa: introduced. A] no, :-atudc2nt:; in ciao:7e:-. 11,7it,c,
t 1 ,,vit-ittn n a direct leaching tool were of the opinion
that, the toil wan not 11 0llonr:11 and expree.fac:d q 111:i1g for
telovt:ion an ii wan an-,,d in their cia ran

The opinion ::an:pling.1, however, 11:-.,o revealed that ':Itud-iafr

did not cexpren a high level of eonfidenee that, hecaan-e of
televieion, 1,h particular clar.fl had taught them "very rueh".
Oa an eleven yoint ';',eale ranging from "very little" to
"vry mach", the plean anon]; the 3h) :;tudent.-, narpi nil war
6.1715 or only :lightly abovi2 the median of the ocale.

An analv.ai:., of variance wan done on the :-.0veral itran ln
1] 01,inion ;,an,p1 Ing and :drag rican t frerencer.
gronpr in the variour, :ulia,ject natter area:- appoar,:-A, 11,11-
(-01m.7, t1ji opinicn:. about the urn of televir,ion are col-
ored by tin' way it 11:-..ced in a particular :-.11hieet.

A :-.tendy of corrHatIon among the varion:-. rltilrn on the
opinion nan:plirg (con:,idered to have :Agnilicance Ii' fl'

or - oorreltion at a rignificant level
or 011r, tho' ' it-F.-J:7 relating to int"re.-:,t, .amount
l.'arned and de:-.1re to have in rich in ci on-non

who fOit TV -1.C':',:70:1:7 were intnr,?:7t ing
th-y t`ri111,7,1 1.,(`0111::.0 itr W-0 and wanted to he Involve
in the of 'IV who felt tri roc; r'4,111
in ri' not (1111-1,'Ilt that it r.olv,ine,...`,1 lt.,71rninc. and -ac,re not
nt-re:t.nd iii rnrthen

h'i'nd on both evaluation and pratical exp,.ri,iace, it ''Jill
eoneiudcd that 1elevioien an'' or defined by the pro.lect,
pr,l-eht the claroom teacher with an acceptable teachinc;
tool which tudent. feel addr, lot erect to leorna and
not anu'd nftr'll 11101Th.

A1:0 cone-1u+ d ,: (1) All of the five irl,
9r- ragniii'l-

ti(n, irag( a:-oNlailon, inagc tranrportation and m r-
orY are 10.':1110 an'ing r'latively inexp niiv, ,
ep,ratri (',1 Of the abov, capabilitier,
trap; r,emory Cl' vibo-laping wan 1 the rent freqn,ntly 1.

(3) While the livantage:; 10 eglip.n,nt pve:-ntly available
ontw-igh th, 41:-advanlager, u:e nun a direct teaching
tool 1: in that nit] log up equipm(nt 141 e e(n-
:11-ingt and CO Technological fact or- camel an difficulty
in cditinr, eerpatibilily of cluipment ani lacd: of ii r

available, gnie}-, F. pair :-ervicc al co liril effectivenesr.
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DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNIQUES FOR UTILIZING TELEVISION
IN SECONDARY SCHOOL AND ADULT PASIC EDUCI.TION CLASSROOMS

II. Introduction

During 1967, the Sardncr Public Schools purchased and began
to use easily transported one-half inch format television
equipmcnt purchased in part with funds for Adult Pasic
Education under Title III of P. L. 750, and in part with
local funds. Included in the equipr:ent were a video-
tape recorder, four large monitors, one small monitor, two
cameras, two 700M lenses, one wide angle lens, cloce-up
adapter:, a camera smitcher and various wiring. Added to
that, in preparation for this project, were two fully port
able units carrie6 on a shoulder strap (Sony "Porta-Pack"),
three added tape docks, two of which were equipped for
electronic it,ing of tape:, two additional sophisticated
ca.meras with monitor type viewfinders, three added rcnitor
and varieut wiring.

Tturing the project, special effects generator W3: also
addod. unit is design,:,d to provid for using two or

r signals frc,m cameras, 'au decks or off the air. Such
tothniqu -s. as fading; "wiping from one picture to another:
corn-ring (sho;sing a cocon,i is in the sorner) and split
screen imago (showing 1/2 of one picture an I 1/2 Of -1../1(7)tlior)
or

In atteml fing to use the ovipment effectively, it was noted
that staff, with f. w ,-1,tif11:-, not rr.?,:;_tly
to the m.-nt -xeopt as it p ,rt cinch to taping, and using

1,r0%,-nst iy programs. 'Ails was true for two, major
r.ascns; th- first bing that the cne tape dee?. avallabl,

first y -co- of th, system's exist(net, was in
great ,1,1"ind for 11)0v.-.

second l o I n g t h a t r-cearcb an] dvelepment of 1!-.,?tpods for
utilisation of instruct.Ynal
tr, production of progra_ms in a studio situation ah the
At: tributicql of a prepar-,1 rrogram into th_, school and/or
classroom Cr:, an outside c.ures.

A r)viw of r search lone in the field ru-g' st. I that
pr-parati. n of in-gral. , ealual d to 1.)0 (ff,ctiv ,

had its 11- itat 1( ns an 1 in s,ntci probl rs.

L,r'Ke (6) for instaPc._. w1.110 noting that "practically all
cf the omen school sui,tets can be ",elght acc-ptably well
by d that "eler(-ntary ,F20.-pt

teaching through TV with groater entli-lasm than high sclo-ol
or college stu anl Gary 0) sugg(sted that utili-aticn
of Instructional televisicn can only le effective 101,n it I-
prop^rly integrate I with the teaching luriose and learning
retho Is in the individual roo;ms.

0 _
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II. Introduction (continued)

Others, including Brugger (1) concentrated on the time con-
suming, expensive nature of the creation of studio based
programs and the need for trained personnel and space; and
Carpenter (2) suggested that TV tends to be a sterile medium,
and that 'research could be directed toward shifting er:iha-
is greater extent than is true at present. from extrinsic
to intrinsic kinds of otivatien". Tic hops of the particu-
lar author would be "to find ways. of :Miffing reepensibility
from teachen to students and reeorditz the acceptance of
this shift ".

Diamend (3) pr.:sented inter sting arcum, favorig
"single room f(...evision with tolevIsiJ.n, recei7r:
and studnts all in the sae room". dhe siure went
tyl to prssent a review of programs utilising partiettlar
aspect of audio visual cducaticn. Sin fottr pitc r'vi'r'wed
related to teehing of typing, anateny, art anl 7(7'1,:nc , all
at a college ]'.el. rssfarei, joint way
toward a n,.A r5,:a.r21) in direct use of tele7lcion,
11..,2 "3:,, trir? 1,:! a
in th,7! setting.

Thu, It .,:as the decision of this project tLat recear,M wac
needed as It related to placing televicien direel-
ly in the hands of the clacsroo, 1,aher anl/f.r etudsnt::
and doveloOng techniques for such ustIlicatin as a (71.71.::-

rori tool. on the factor of byt h P (6),
noting that "elementary school childr-n acc-Tt teaching
through the TV nedium with greater ,ntttu.iasm than high
school or college students". It was 1,ciJed that 111 pro-
ject would ocInsentrate en secondary school level and with
adults to determine wheher or not enthuciasr fcr
was any greater when TV equiposnt Was tItilicel 7t dir
teaching tool.

Of particular interest was wori: by r.irant and 1,:errill
(5) identifying the six capabilities of felevicien (quip-
ment:

1. Image r,ultiplication whish is the :imultanetus
dispray of the sar;0 inforitation at two or more
physically separate locations.

2. Image Vagnificatiktn or the enlarge;, ent of plane
dimensions. This can be to a maxi:' of approx-
imately 52 ti!ses the lino-n: icn: el' the actual
object and can approach 1:10 tires Ly the use ef
television camera lens": alone, while peaks can
be achieved by means of supplenentary lens cyc-
tems such as ricrosTope:-.

- 5-
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II. Introduction (continued)

7. a.

b.
C.

d.
e.

Note:

Image multiplication
Image magnification
Image association
Image transportation
Image memory

Research has also identified a sixth area,
image transformation, which is a highly sophisti-
cated skill using ultra-violet light, x-ray, etc.,
at the present time equipment for such a technique
is not available locally.

III. Methods

As was noted earlier, active classroom teachers were
hired as research personnel. Their function was to utilize
the equipment as it related to the individual subject matter
area and grade level and compare results achieved by pre-
sent classes to achievemenL, of past classes. Also of inter-
est would be the attitudes of students as they related to
television utilization by classroom teachers.

Activities varied considerably from teacher to teacher and
from subject matter area to subject matter area, in part
because of the philosophy of the classroom teacher and in
part because of the natureo' the subject matter and age of
the pupils involved. There::ore, the five major television
capabilities identified in -,he listing of objectives will
be discussed followed by a listing of representative tech-
niques used in the subject matter areas represented on the
project staff.

TELEVESIg1 CAPABILIITER

Imago Multiplication in the claroom setting and directly con-
trolled by the teacher is possible with simple branch cords which
allow a TV monitor to be used I:1 more than one location in a
classroom or provide for the :hewing of an image in rooms ad-
jacent to the basic monitor. This is true whether the source
of the TV signal is a camera, a tape deck, or, in fact, an out-
side antenna. This technique wa7: used with consider-0.1e satis-
faction in that it provided students vith a better view of
science demonstrations done at a demonstration table. A single
camera was foPus.d on the der-onrtration being done, and students
observed the demonstration on a fV monitor and were not forced
to crowd around the demonstration area in order to see. This
was also used effectively during a science countdown to insure
that all contertants and audi,ulce had an adequate view of the
phenomena on which questions were based and was used to insure
that video-tapes teing shown by various personnel in the four
subject matter areas representec in the project were easily vis-
ible to all students in single classrooms, multiple classrooms
or auditorium situations.

1 0



TELEVISION CAPABILITIES (Continued)

Image Magnification utilizing television equipment is possible
through the use of four simplified techniques. Telephoto lenses
(in this instance, zoom lenses) may be used at varied distances
from approximately 4 Ft., to several hundred yards. This is of
particular value in magnifying images of activities such as
playing ;, musical instaament; action of an actor in a dramatic
situation, dross movement or configuration of an animal or plant,
etc. Also a very simple technique is the use of added lenses
which are attached directly to the primary lens. This technique
is effective when focal length is between 6 inches and 4 Ft.
Lenses are threaded so that the secondary lens is easy to attach.
This was valuable in magnifying handwriting, printing and small
pictures and for dealing with detail especially in the field of
science. It was found to be particularly useful by the science
teacher during demonstration disections and by the oath teachers
in developing student taught lessons which were pre-recorded
and shown for later analysis by the class.

Also effective for magnification of small items is the use of
adapters which extend the distance between the lens and vidicon
tube. In eneral, this tel quires that the lens be
less 6

G
inches from the object to be magnified and rcquiros

intensive lighting. It is possible, using various length tubes
as adaptors, to magnify an object l"" in diameter to full
picture tube else.

The fourth procedure for magnification is the use of a television
camera with the microscope. The television camera is simply
focussed down the tube of the microscope and the resultant magni-
fied image can 1* viewed on the monitor screen. Ibis technique
was of particular use in the field of sei,ence in that it provided
for :.10:e observation by a large number of sturb'tits, at one time
and could he 11,,,1 in a fully lighted classrvom.

Image Association is po:::ible in two ways, -- one t,:chnique is
to simply set up two cameras and two r.onitors and compare the
two inlgos (or provide the images from any basic signal, such
as a tape deck or antenna system). A tore sophisticated tech-
nique is possible throu6h the use of a special effects generator
described in the introduction. ibis allows for production of
two adjacent images en the SAMO screen. The two images can he
the same else or of different :arses and the two pictures can
split the screen vertically or horleontally or one can occupy
a corner of the :7ereen. Use of the special effects generator,
however, requires considorahlo m-paratien and wiring, and it is
difficult to ml4ntain two imays on the nags screen of the mon-
itor if the equipment is not carefully balanced.

11



Image Association (continued)

The technique has value in any situation in which comparison of
any two images or objects enhances teaching. The personnel in
the project compared life forms such as leaves and animals, and
geometric forms to structures using geometric patterns.

Image Transportation of a sophisticated nature was not tested
by the pro, ect. However, image transportation of a relatively
unsophisticated nature was used in that an image could be
"transported" from deomonstration table to the class, from one
classroom to anotner or from outside an auditorium into the
auditorium. The terminology "Image Transportation" implies
immediate and direct transportation as opposed to image memory
or video-taping. The image transportation capacity of the
equipment was valuable in allowing a number of students to view,
an activity being carried on at a point away from the gathering
of students and was of particular value in the junior high scho.)1
science area in which only one room has a demonstration area.

Image Memory or the video-taping of activities, objects, programs,
etc., was used more frequently by the team than any other capacity
of the equipment. This capacity, plus instant replay, gives the
teacher a highly functional tool. Particular advantages of
ability to video-tape are as follows:

1. In that the locally used educational television sta-
tion allows the system to tape programs for later use,
the capacity allows the teacher to video-tape programs
and use them in coordination with his own schedule, an
advantage over attempting to coordinate the schedule
of the school and class to that of the tel sta-
tion.

2. The combination of video-taping and instant replay al-
lows the teacher to carefully analyze virtually any seg-
ment of any video-tape. This was found to be or partic-
ular value by the English teachers who were able to
video-tape segments of plays and carefully analyze
factors of drama.

3. It allowed teachers to move out into the cmmunity and
surrounding areas and bring back video-tapes of scenes,
objects and activities. While this capacity certainly
is available using other equipment, video-tape is quick,
requires no developing and can bo done inexpensively
in that video-tapes can be erased and re-used over and
over again.

12



REPRESENTATIVE ACTIVITIES.

Thy project, in addition to its interest in television capabil-
ities in general, was also interested in determining the effect-
iveness of using television as a classroom tool as it related
to several subjects at a secondary school level (grades 7 through
/2) and as it related to the adult as a learner. Represented on
the project staff were teachers of (1) adults in mathematics
classes; (2) junior high school mathematics; (3) high school
mathematics; (8) junior high school science; (5) high school
English and (6) high school music (general music and band). The
main activities of each were as follows:

Adult Basic Education

Adult basic education groups in the city meet in the evening
and involve individuals who have not successfully completed
the equivalent of an 8th grade education.

Teachers involved with adult basic education pupils are usually
teachers from the system. In this particular project, the
teacher of adult basic education chosen was a teacher in the
field of math who also teaches at the junior high school level.
Primarily for adult students, he produced and used a series
of "programed" math tapes. The series, totaling 12 hours of
viewing, was made by video-taping a modern math teaching machine
program using added oral comments and visual stimulus to the pro-
gram as presented on the machine. The subject of the tapes was
the multiplication and division facts. The tape has been used
with junior high school pupils in grades 7 and 8, for math 7
preview groups and algebra I preview groups, as well as for the
adult basic education sections for which it was initially designed.

M,2 tape:-,, while providing students with an opportunity to learn
arithmetic facts independently, do not leave the student com-
pletely on his own in that the teacher maintains some control
over the content and the pace at which the facts are presented.

Also produced for students of adult basic education was a guid-
ance tape. As adult basic education pupils complete their work
to the point of achieving an 8th grade equivalency, they are
in a position to consider working toward a high school diploma
or finding other ways to add to their training. Available to
them is a Manpower Development Training Act Center in a nearby
commuAity. However, in that time of adult age students is at
a premium, it is particularly difficult for them to visit such
facilities as the MDTA Center because of work commitments.

- 10 -
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Adult Basic Education (continued)

In order to give them an understanding of the activities
of the Center, a 27 minute video-tape was made showin3 the
types of training available at the center and introducing
personnel responsible for training. The tape, used not
only with classes of the particular teacher but also with
other groups, is a practical way of presenting guidance in-
formation, not only compensating for the fact that adult basic
education students have little time for travel, but also de-
creasing the amount of time needed to explain the program in
that a tour of the facilities and explanation of the program
can be carefully edited to achieve both clarity and complete-
ness. Adults in the program also presented micro-teaching
lessons much the same as those discussed on page 12, as they
were used with high school math students. Because of adult
time commitment problems, however, the practice was of limited
effectiveness. Adults simply did not have the tine to prac-
tice, tape, analyze and retape presentations.

Junior High school Mathematics

In addition to using the programed video-tapes for his adult
classes, the above teacher also used them at a junior high
school level and student responses were solicited. Typical
statements from students were, "I think learning from TV
helps in many ways with tables and I wish more schools would
have them." "I don't think kids should watch it more than
15 minutes, because they will get bored, but it helped me
learn my tables better"; and "I think learning math from tele-
vision is fun. You get a lot out of it if you don't know your
multiplication facts".

The junior high school math teacher in the program also included
use of segments of video-tapes of broadcast TV lessons.
Reasoning that lessons prepared in a studio for general distri-
bution are designed for a general audience, he edited the order
of presentation and eliminated certain content to tailor the
lessons to the needs of the particular class, reducing the
time needed to use lessons and integrate them into the class-
room. Also used in the junior high school math classes were
tapes of practical use of mathematics made by high school
math classes and described on page 12.

High School Mathematics

A major senior high school mathematics project using instruc-
tional television was one in which Algebra I students were
invited to spend time after school hours having some of the
most difficult concepts of algebra explained to then as individ-
uals. Immediately following the explanation, the student was
asked to explain the concept himself, at which time he was
video-taped.



High School Mathematics (continued)

Two to three days later when the concept was scheduled to
be taught to the entire class, the tape was shorn to the
class and the student answered questions of classmates after
the tape was played.

It should be noted that taping of these micro-lessons of
students, while a time-consuming process which often involved
several tapings, increased involvement, not only of the stu-
dents demonstrating the concepts, but also of other students
who responded particularly well to explanation by their peers.

Another secondary school math project had the objective of
showing students the use of mathematics in the everyday world.
Using portable tape equipment in the store, office or place of
business, tapes of math on the job were made in the community.
For example, a temporary 10 minute tape was made of mathematics
used in a pharmacy with the pharmacist explaining the use of
math in preparing prescriptions and operating the business
of the pharmacy. In addition, the pharmacist gave the teacher
a long list of solution problems used in pharmacy, which,
together with the tape, motivated a general mathematics class
into a study of ratio and proportion and a study of the metric
system.

Also used was a tape of approximately 20 minutes of an insur-
ance agent explaining use of math in the insurance field.
The particular video-tape motivated the class to a further
study of ratio and proportion and was used to introduce a
study of use of tables in math since the insurance agent used
tables extensively.

Other businesses taped were a loan company, a retail store and
an automobile dealership.

While use of the video-tape to bring student:, an explanation
does not serve as effectively as a live presentation by the
businessman or a field trip to his place of business, it 'las
the advantage of enabling the teacher to use the person's time
efficiently. Also advantageous are the factors that the tape
can be used a number of times for different classes or to
achieve different objectives and that the teacher is in a
position to direct the students' attention by use of the camera.

Technically, the video tapes mentioned were simple to make.
Ttv, teacher and students merely went to the place of business
with a batteryoperated, portable unit carried over the shoulder
on a strap and made the video-tape on the scene. While such
programs are very amatcur, they are tailored to the class and
can be retaped at any time the teacher pleases in that tapes
can be erased and re-used with ease.

- 12 -



High School Mathematics (continued)

Using the same techniques, the math teacher also made video-
tapes of geometric design with emphasis on construction
and of geometric design in nature and architecture. These
are motivational in design and are useful in identifying
the importance of geometry as a discipline.

While much of the work of the mathematics teachers involved
video-taping, the factor of involvement of students and
local people as subjects adds interest and emphasis to the
tapes and the involvement of students in preparing materials
to be used in their classes has motivational advantages.

Junior High School Science

The science classroom provided a number of uses of instruc-
tional -;elevision, encompassing all of the television capa-
bilities identified in the objectives. No specific attempt
was made to introduce the five capabilities artificially.
They were simply used as needs dictated their use.

Both students and teacher used video-taping equipment to
move out into the community to bring back a record of
scientific phenomena such as cloud formations, rock formations,
plant structure and movement and adaptation of animals. These
were particularly useful as previews for field trips so that
student attention could be directed to that which they were
suppos:.5 to observe during the field trip.

Laboratory demonstraticns were frequently televised for easier
viewing and to provide for observation of the demonstration in
more than one location. Students setting up and completing
the demonstration adapted readily to having it televised and
pupils viewing it on monitors were not forced to crowd around
the demonstration table to see what was going cn. The most
involved demonstration '.,as the disection of a fetal pig. By
using two cameras and a camera switcher, the attention of
the class could be charged from the disection to a microscopic
slide showing tissue and/or cell structure or from an overall
view to a close-up. Thus, the disection could be supplemented
quickly and effectively.

- 13 -



Junior High School Science (continued)

Structure of plant parts were enlarged and compared with the
two enlargements appearing on separate monitors at the same
time. This was also done using a special effects venerator
to show one enlargement on one half of the monitor and another
on the other half but incompatability of equipment made this
a process requiring considerable time and technological skill.

The science teacher also conducted a science "count-down" for
junior high school students. Various phenomena on which ques-
tions were based were video-taped to insure that all being
questioned indeed witnessed the same phenomena.

The science teacher also used a limited number of off-air
tapes tailoring content to the classroom program.

High School English

Two high school English teacherz, participated in the project.
Their classes involved both general students and college
preparatory students so different projects were attempted as
they related to the differing needs of students.

As was noted earlier, segments of drama were taped and used
for careful analysis. Fortunately, one of the dramatic
presentations used in the curriculum (Death of a Salesman)
was presented by a nearby theatre group and taped by school
personnel. The tape was utilised over a period of time, pre -
oent ed in short segncnts. with frequent ::topping of the taps
for di:cusA.on purpo.7es and use of the instant replay facility
to r.:-.ine and re-xaY'in'! literary and social iqlications of

The *tarn in particular was used with coneral"
stufEn's whcn reading, the book, had difficu'ty in
mastring the important conept.s pro,7ented.

The qustion arises whether such examination in depth of a
film type ccntent would not be as effective, or perhaps
more effective, using a film. While the project made no
attempt to compare effectiveness of video-tape to a motion
picture, the ma-I difference lies in the "instant replay'
capacity of television equipent, and while most motion pic-
ture projectors can be reversed, reversing the film to replay
a part of it, or unthreading and rethreading the machine to
replay certain segl'.ents of the film is not as manageable as
rewinding .earl replaying a segent of tape. Also subjected to
careful analysis and tailored to the need: of E,tudents v:ure
tapes of an educational television broadcast on Hamlet and
background information about the play. This, coupled with the
reading of the play, was done to enable the students to better
identify with both characters and plot.

- 14 -
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High School English (continued)

Video-tapes of scenes and objects were made by students and
used to encourage imagery writing by peer group students.
Such things as leaves, cracks in sidewalks, insects and
hydrants were taped and used to encourage metaphors and
similes. After using the technique, the teachers expressed
the opinion that it has little. to offer and that other media
serve the purpose more effectively.

Oral talks were taped by the English teachers and students
were allowed to determine whether thy preferred individual
analysis by the teacher or showing of the tape to the entire
class. The majority of students preferred to discuss the
tape individually.

Also used was the technique of producing topical speeches
or presentations by individual studentr; or small groups, of
students. Through these productions, they attempted to
explain, cell or encourage. Involved were writing, production,
analysis and, in most instances, retaping. Th2 development
of these, as was true of any attempt to produce a program
televising students, was time consuming in that morn than one
video-taping was usually necessary and/or :.c.)^ editing of
picture or sound was necessary.

English teachers, in addition to recording productions of
a nearby theatre group, also visited points of literary
interest such as Concord, Eugene O'Neil's Playhouse in
Provincetown, etc., to make their own video-tapes of exactly
what they wished to use in their class7s.

High School rusic

The high school music teacher in the project is also band
director and shares the responsibility for encouraging
instrumental music in the system with others. To increase
this interest, he p :soduced a tape showing the progress made
by an instrumental student from his first attempts with an
instrument (4th grade) through high school musical experiences.
Scenes show elementary school instrur-ental music classes, an
elementary school concert, the junior high school band in re-
hearsal and concert, and a high school band concert; and stu-
dents are interviewed on their work in music.

A tape was made by teachers and pupils to accompany a piece
of electronic -..us ique ccncrote. by Varese was
composed of tape recorded natural sounds and electrically
generated sound. The video tape portion consisted of 26
sequences taped in the Gardner and Poston area.

- 15 -
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high ',c.hool I:1121c (continued)
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IV. Evaluation

In that the project developed technique and worked
with them in a number of area:, it was decided to lace
evaluation on a combination of facters, an opinion
oanpling inotrnent, rocults of both standardiTt.ed
and teacher male teacher tecto and teacher opinion.

The opinion caiTling technique:, hy the
project team and cencultantc was akini:ter..1 to
309 pupil:, involved in clasces tlevision

a teaching tool. It inclulod two aiTreachoo, the
wee of vignette: or :port word illuctrationc of a
:situation which called for judgment. on t1e rart of
the pupil and en eleven point ocale a:king pupil.: to.!

indicate opinions about uce of telcvi:i(n in a ola:tcri.oe.
cetting. Iwo ignette:7 wore urea, (lie at il, beginning,
the other at the end and 16 ccale itr: 111-

incAralentc.

The opinion ca2..pling vignette:. ac ha::1 rn 1)1,11-
icaticn of tle vicion a: cpItcceri :;11.1:.-, ; ovj

tape rocorder and photograrh:.. fll iii fir. t 111httra-
Lion cAudnto : ::re told, Ihoi is a cirm: IL Y( T]:.

You have been giv,:n all thc people and nt :nu
need to bring a lccen to the cla:c. 1-r-:(Ti mutt
relate to the cubject you will :study in thi:
They u, re then ackod which they wohld race a: fir:t
choice. the _ e:a: n]e wee chocen colorfhl
event which would normally ht. ctudied a a eultural
cociolegical ntity and no im:...ediacy I itTli

Results er 7 as followc:

lioviec
Television
2]ides
PhotograIhe
Tare recording

Tirct

1 31

125
3 )

i8
3

The second vignette wa Paced on con t.reliacy and ack.1
the otihtnt: to acsume, ":'onator EtAtnoly ic cp7nling a full
day in 1ariner to see and liccusn local !roblers. 'iou h3,7'

chosen to r. :cord and lTing 1.ack to tie cla:s a r 1-(rt and
have been givIn all the rooLle and ce;!Ibiint ncees:arY tie
use any of the following." in the mere im:tellate situation,
rocults ,r° cc followc:
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IV. Evaluation (continued)

First Choice
Media Of
Television 157
Movies 103
Tape Recorder 36
Photographs 6
Slides 5

In the more immediate situation, television received
significantly more first place votes; while in the
situation where more i_rne could be assumed available,
where color sight be of value and other factors could
well favor use of a movie, the movie was chosen first
by :lightly more than was television.

lho conclusion drawn is that students judge television
to be a quick way to record sound and picture but do
not necessarily judge it to be the best way to present
a lessen when time allows for the use of film.

A second analysis of the vignettes involves itself
with the first of tho two, bringing back a lesson on
the circus. In this, the English studonts surveyed
preferred movies over television )dt to 35. The science
greup preferred movies over television 28 to 24, and
the general math group at a junior high school level
preferred movies over television 37 to 33.

i-)wever, in the algebra and geometry groups, where tege-
71.7ion wa:7 most used in the presentation of lessons,
tne tr,nd WV; rovers ed. In the algebra group, tel

was preferred over movies 13 to 9; on] in the
ceometr; croup, television was preferred to 13. This
1: id:. to interpretation that, student who have actu-
ally 1.sel television as a means of presenting a lesson
gain _d i ore confidence in its 1.1e as a teaching medium.

In the seconl vignette involving a report on a senator's
visi; to the city, all groups preferred television as a
first, choice.

The other segment of the opinion survey asked students
to respond on an 11 point scale, giving their opinions
about classroom television in general, and as it was
used In the plrticular year in tllo prirt10111nr

For purpose of analysis, the eleven point sca7,e, bearing
designation A through K on the questionnaire was trans-
lated to rittnbors 1 through 11 with A or 1 expressing a
low opinion and K or 11 expressing a high opinion. The
results were subjected to analysis by a cor-Tuts..r and

sults are recorded on the sa7Tie 'f the original opinion;
sampling device appearing as appendix I of this report.
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10. I understood the lessons taught with use of television
(very little to very much)
Mean score 7.5357

When asked to respond to an item on understanding lessons,
a significant difference at the 1% level appeared among
groups with students in English expressing the opinion
that they understood the lessons better and students in
general math and geometry showing less optimistic opinion
of amount understood as a result of the Use of television.

11. I like this subject(very little to very much)
Mean score 7.9579

Liking for the subject showed a significant difference
among groups, with students in science and general
math showing a considerably greater liking for the
subject. In that all of the students in science and
general math were at junior high school level, this
may have more to do with the age and maturity level
of the students than it has to do with any other factors.

12. I can remember items taught on television (very little
to very much)
Mean score 6.8900

A significant difference at the level appeared among
groups with students in English and science expressing
the opinion that they remember lessons much better
than did students in the mathematicn area.

13. I like television (very little to very much)
Mean score 8.7974

There was a significant difference among groups at
the 55 level with general mathematics ntlArintn liking
TV better than did the other group:.

14. Teacher prepared television lessons are (very lull to
very interesting)
Mean score 6.4693

Asking students to express opinion as to whether or
not teacher prepared results are dull or intersting,
showed a significant difference at the 15 level among
groups, with students in English and science expressing
feelings that such lessons were interesting, and those
in the math area, especially general math 11:,ere rro-
gramming of the facts was used, showed that they felt.
such use was dull.

15. I have been in classes where television was used before
(never to very often)
Mean score 5.4751

- 21 -
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15. (continued)

In math and science at a junior high school level,
students indicated they had seen considerably more use
of television than had students in English, Alge)ra
and geometry at a high school level; a potential explan-
ation of this is that approximately 40.; of all students
at the high school level did not attend public schools
in grades 7 and 8 where television has been in limited
use over a period of three years. This tends to explain
the significant difference at the 17", level among groups.

16. like television as it was 11:. d in this classroom
(vcry little to very much)
Mean score 7.0356

;7tudent opinion as to the liking for television 1E; it

'41.3 used in the particular classroom showed a significant
difference at the 125 level among groups, with students
it English and science di owing more enjoyment of tei e-

as it was used in this particular area than did
students in any of the areas of mathematics.

In a.1 of the items above, decisions about significance
at t 1/ and 57 levels were based on a standard "Y" table
(Fisier Table 6) as printed in Snedecor GW., Statistical
Method:, Iowa State College Press, Ames, Iowa, 1956. (8)

CORRELATION AM0:13 ITEMS

CorlAations were lone among the various items with or
interesting correllUons appearing. Correlation was con-
sidered to have significance if greater than f or -.3.
Items correlatinc; closely with a number of other:, were
as follows:

Opinions ab.)ut, dullness or intere:t of classes in tele-
vision (Ilem I) correlated at a significant lev.,1 with
opinions about:

tJmmber Its Correlation

2 added learning because of color '1V -4-336'!2

3 Desire to have 17 used in other
classes .51211

6 Desire to teach class using IV .r)0313

8 Amount class taught because of IV .142766

10 Increased understanding brought by
TV 45R9.

12 Ability to remember 1-..T lessons .51047
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a. (continued)

Number Item Correlation

14 Interest of teacher made TV lessons. .5131)
16 Liking for TV as used in the class .61101

b. Desire to have TV used in other classes (item 3) correlated
at a significant level with opinions about:

Number Item

1 11.111ness or interest of TV classes
4 Dislike for TV (Negative correla-

tion)
h Desire to teach class using TV

10 Increased understanding brought
by television

12 Ability to remember TV lessons
114 Interest of teacher made IV lessens
16 Liking for TV as used in the class

Correlation

.51211

-.31645
.49119

331433

Des ire to teaeh th4 class uing TV (ite,s, 6) corrlated at
a significant level with orinions about:

Nus..bsr Correlaticn

1 0Jilness or interest of TV classes .51313
dDesire to have W used in other classes .40112
Amount class taught because of IV .32.'7)

10 Increased 4/-1drstanding brought dy TV .::.6)35
12 Ability to remember TV lcsson .37515
14 Interest of teacher male er': lesson: .3206)
16 Likifv:4; for IV as used in the cla. 7,s, .:4;r4r4)4

d. Cpinions about amount taught b.,cause of TV (it .;m 6) cor-
related at a significant level will (A-An-1'ns abo..zf:

::umber Item 4-rrelation

11 Dullness or interest of "P: classes .!427(6

3 Desire to teach class using TV .3 '270
Interest of commercial IV lessens 3n697

10 Increase I un174rstandirg brought by TV .

12 Ability to remsdler TV lessens .4F(26
14 Interest of teacher made 'AV le:.: c:,: ;43!+7,1

16 Liking for -1-,' as used in th, class .49)75
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e. Opinions about increased understanding brought by TV
lessons (Item 10) correlated at a significant level
with opinions about:

Number Item Correlation

1 Dullness or interest of TV classes .45888
3 Desire to have TV used in other classes .33133
6 Desire to teach class using TV .36935
8 Amount class taught because of TV .49238

12 Ability to remember TV lessons .57740
14 Interest of teacher made TV lessons .34811
16 Liking for TV as used in the class .48777

f. Opinions about ability to remember TV lessons (Item 12)
correlated closely with opinions about:

g.

Number item Correlation

1 Dullness or interest of TV classes .51047
3 Desire to have TV used in other classes .35578
6 Desire to teach class using TV

:Ug88 Amount class taught because of TV
10 Increased understanding brought by TV .57740
14 Interest of teacher made TV lessons .43900
16 Liking for TV as used in the class .55389

Opinions about teacher prepared television lessons (Item
14) correlated at a significant level with opinions about:

Number Item Correlation

1 Dullness or interest of TV gasses .51310
3 Desire to have TV used in other classes .36765
6 Ilssire to teach class using TV .39059

88 Amount class taught because of TV .43470
5 Interest of comm(?rcial TV lessons .37781

:10 Increased understanding brought by TV .34811
12 Ability to remember TV lessons .439.7)0

16 lAking for TV as used in the class .51755

h. Opinions about liking TV as used in the specific class
(Item 16) correlated at a significant level with opinions
about:

Number Item Correlation

1 Dullness or interest of TV classes .61104
3 Desire to have TV used in other classes .45353
6 Desire to teach class using TV .44954
8 Amount the class taught because of IV .219975



h. (continued)

Number Item Correlation

9 Dullness or interest of commercial TV .30875
10 Increased understanding brought by TV .48777
12 Ability to remember TV lessons .55389
13 Presence in classes where TV used .30032
14 Interest of teacher made TV lessons .51755

2. Interpretation of Correlation

There was consistent correlation at a significant level
among eight items, those relating to learning skills and
those relating to desire to use or have television used.
In general, pupils who felt TV lessons were interesting
felt they learned and wanted to be involved in use of TV
in the teaching, learning situation; and those who felt
it was dull were not confident that it advanced learning
skills and did not want further involvement.

An implication is that television like any other approach
to teaching does not in and of itself accomplish the
task of teaching. To be a useful tool, which inspires
confidence in the learner, it must be used in interesting
ways, a factor which must also be true if students are
to be inspired to use television equipment as a way of
expressing themselves in a teaching situation.

TEST RESULTS

A sampling of students were tested and scores compared with those
of classes taught by the same teacher before television equipment
was available. Standardized tests were used in mathematics and
science and a teacher made test was used in English. Results
were as follows.

Mathematics

In the field of mathematics, twenty-five students at grade 8
level were chosen as a test group and twenty-five former stu-
dents were chosen as a control group. The control group was
chosen on the basis of having had the same teacher as the
test group before television was in use in the classroom
setting (1966-67). Pre and post tests were administered at
level 7.9 and 8.9 for both groups and the groups matched on
the basis of I.Q. Results showed the following:
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TEST RESULTS (Continued)

Control Group
Average IQ 109.

Pre Pont Gain

Experirental Group
109.PB

Pre

Nall) Corp. .Si 9.71 1.3'3 p,.45 10.26 1.1
Math Concept:; %66 9.68 1,02 9.05 10.73 1.73
Math applica-

tion 50 9.60 0.29 1.6]
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English

In the field of English, 50 students were chosen on the
basis of I.Q. and matched with 50 who were taught English
by the same teachers before TV was in use (1967-68) and their
scores on a teacher made test in Hamlet compared. Results
were as follows:

Average I.Q.

Average score

Control Experimental
Group Group

102.10 102.30

71,)16 76.04

Note: Scores above based on arithmetic mean and a nAll,
pupil by pupil listing of scores appears in appendix
VI.

TEACH:H OPINION

Teacher: in the program were as:r.e,1 to exprss their opinions about
the advantages and disalvantaces of the cfuipment. The two que..-
tions, "What, in your opinion, are ti major advantages of using
television a: a toll in the hands of the classrocs. teacher" anti
"What are its disadvantages?" werc both open ("Fled and no atto;TI,
was made to structure responses. Their ecm.m-nts reflected in the
conclusion drawn and recommendations made 1: the following two
sections of this report.

Conclusions

In general, it can be concluded that television cameras,
monitors, video-tape decks and such specialized equipment
as close-up lenses, lens spacing tubes and a spo,cial ef-
fects generator are valuable tools for direct classroom
use by the teacher and students and that pupils are of
the epinion that use of such equipment aids interest to
lessons and would like to see it used more often both in
the classes represented in the project and in other classe:.

tudent opinion also implied that if television is to be
an effective teaching tool, it must be used in interesting
ways. Otherwise, they have no confidence in the media: ;.

It is also true that all of the five television capabilities
utilized, Image r.ultiplication, Image :iagnification, Image
Association, Image Transportation and Image /iemory (video-
taping), are possible using relatively inexpensive, easily
operated equipment and that classroom teachers, with training,
can readily learn to operate the equipment required for the
above capabilities of television.

- 27 -
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V. Conclusions (continued)

Of the television capabilities utilized, image memory or
video-tapinc was the most frequently used technique and the
number of different activities using the capability was
greater than the number of different activities using any
other capability of the equipment, a result which can be
related to the fact that most use of television in the
project re,ulted in production of a video-tape for later
use with :;tudents (i.e, activities using image magnifica-
tion, image association and image multiplication frequently
involved video-taping as well).

Fr,sently available equiint has several advantages which
sal :- it, an l'f'ctive teaching tool.

ADVANTAGE

1. Playback ease enables, teachers and student:; to quickly
play a video -tape uing instant replay tochniqu0s,
rapidly move the tap, ahead, etc. In actual us-,
threading and play bac:: is almost as simple as using
an audio 'lay, recorder

Ease of recording off-air u:ivc (v., of
the most fr,quently use 1. As is true ii the instances
of play hack, this is little more difficult than using.
an lapc recorder. It should be noted, however,
that quality of signal affects tapes recorded off air.
Any interference is a,Tlificd when recorded.

3. Portability of equipment, while it have:: sorething to
es desir, d, 1 in advantage. The "porta-pack" units
ic:11'd for battery operation are highly portabl. and
ih- portable tape 1,cks can easily be loaded into a
vehicle for r,alvoment from ene location to another.
However, they are cumberome and it is more logical to
place d,c.k and monitors on movable stands so they ray
is transported from location to location within the
same building. This proves an advantage, not only in
terry; of ea., cf operation, but also in terms of keep-
ing the equipment In good repair.

Th, prov,,d In be re1atively durable for sta-
tionary use and for transportation on a stand within
th^ building.

5. Quality of tapes was cool though quality was seen to
vary with acceptability of the signal. Pest tapes
were pi,lused live with good lighting. :7ec(ni level
of quality was seen in off-air taping of a good qunlity
antenna signal and a third level of quality could be
noted in production of tapes which were duplicated.
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3. Physical editing also causes loss of synchronization
although it is possible to "develop" a tape using a
developing fluid so that acceptable synchronization
is possible.

5.

Compatibility of equipment is far from acceptable.
Until such tine as a commonality of format is possible
and tapes are interchangeable, classroom television
will not realize its full potential.

Another instance of lack of compatibility of equipment
appears whenever attempts are made to produce
sophisticated tapes using such equipment as a special
effects generator.

Repair of equipment was a slow, somewhat painful pro-
cess and in three fnstances during the life of the
project, equipment had to be shipped to the factory
in that it could not be repaired by the local sales
and service organization. Also a problem was the
fact that the equipment was purchased at some distance
and wan serviced by the sales organization.

G. battery operated portable units available during the
project did not have a playback capacity. Thus,
the student or teacher was forced to either ta!--.0
the tape to a playback unit to evaluate it, or
carry a playback unit with him. This disadvantage
resulted in a number of instances in which teacher:
discovered, too late, that tapes made on the battery
operated unit were not of the quality or content de-
sired.

I, Reco:.1-:endations

In that one of the disadvantages of presently available
equipment is the time involved in the use of sophisticated
equipment, there is a need for invcstigation of the
pos'ible role of the Sara- professional or teachers'
aid With a short period of training, an aide co.,:11
sot up and operate any of the equipment utilized in
the project. lhe combination of factors suggests that
an aide could well be an 11rTortant, factor in expanding
effectiveness of utilization of television as a classroom
teaching tool.

The disadvantage of lack of compatibility of equipment
also suggests an area for further investigation. At the
present time, mobile units made up of compatible cemronents,
all pre-wired and, in certain instances, tailored to the
needs of the purchaser, are being produced.
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VI. Recommendations (continued)

These have studio oriented capabilities and can be moved
from place to place in a building with ease, or can be
loaded into a vehicle as small as a station wagon and
mcvtd from location to location. These units could event-
ually provide a way to eliminate a nulber of the technolog-
ical disadvantages suggested by teachers in the research
team.

The industry is also producing newly designed, battery
operated portable units with a playback capability.
It is recommended that without such capability, the
portable units will not reach their full effectiveness.

As truly compatible equipment become: available, video
tape libraries could well become a practical reality on
Ac state or regional basis. Videotapes, recorded en en inter-
changeable format, could then be distributed cn a rental
or loan basis much as films aTe. Advantage: would be pc:-
sible in of lower cost, need for 19.-. storac,:
T-ICI in tl-F' flexibility of rlaybac rn:

to ft] !Tojtion.

!iost list systems in schools di: tribute
television prcgra.ms to classrooms fry m a central locaticn,
femiently a studi As classreoi, teacher: devlop :kill
in using the equirment, it is recommed that iistributicn
systems be cisigned to allow clatsrcom teacIors to orig-
inate proctrams fro :: their classr)cms for distrilution
to ether looations. This would lead the may tcw',ri iner
coordination of th? wer:-. of a department in a scLool, in o:-asci
ccerination among Isrartments or, in the event that scy-
eral schools share a distribution system, :chocd to
school coordination of program.

lime of the work done in this pre:i.et involvej color tel--
vision because no color equipment waH availabli.. A. less
costly color equipment 'oecomes ln.se:figation
of its use as emcee.:] to use tT black anl white "-1V is
indicated.

In final analysis, it is sugge:ted that televitien, in
the hands of the cla:-sTroom teacher, is a tool, netning
more, nothing less. Like any tool, it will not r-ach
its ,full potential until it has been fully refined by the
producer and until the individual using the tool ha:
developed skill in its u:e. Both areas of cnleavi:r
noel additienal investigaticn.
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APPENDIX I

GARDNER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Gardner, Massachusetts

Dr. David M. Russell Mr. William A. Lincoln
Superintendent of Schools Dir. Instructional Services

OPINION SURVEY

Section A

There is a circus in New York. You have been given all
the people and equipment you need to bring back a lesson
to the class. The lesson must relate to the subject you
are studying in this class.

Which of the following would you use as first choice

First choice

SLIDES
nVIES
TAPE RECORDER
TELEVISION
PHOTOGRAPHS

Briefly tell why

If your first choice were not available, which would you
use as second choice, third choice and :o on:

Second choice

Third choice

Fourth choice

Fifth choice

PLEASE STOP AND WAIT



Section B

Please circle one letter to show how you feel about each
item. If the item is about use of television in the
classroom, it nears for this year in this class.

EXAMPLE: I like pizza

Very little Very muchABCDEPGIII,TK
1. Classes on television are

Very dull y Very interesting
A B C D E F G H I J K
Mean score=7.l359

If the same lesson had been in color, I would have understood

Very much less Very much moreABCDEFGHIJK
Mean score-6.9612

3. I would like television to be used in my other classes

Never Very oftenABCDKE0x11 I J K
Mean score--1.8447

4. I dislike television

Very littl9 Very muchAMCDEFGHIJ- K
Mean score-2.7055

Television programs in general are

Very dull Verk interestingABCDEFCH1 K
Mean score = 8.1812

6. I would like to teach this class using television

Very little x Very muchABCDEFGHIJK
Mean score 6.3269

7 Television was used in this class

Not often enough Too often
A B C D E F G H I J K
Mean score = 4.0388



Section B (continued)

3. Because of television this class has taught me

Very little Verb- much
A B C D E F X GHIJK
Mean score = 6.1715

9. Commercially prepared television lessons are

Very dull Very interesting
A B C D E

X F G H I J K
Mean score = 5.5505

10. I understood the lessons taught with use of television

Very little Very muchABCDEF X
G H I J K

Mean score = 7.5357

11. I like this subject

Very little Very much
A B C D E F G

X
1I I J K

Mean score - 7.9579

12. I can remember lessons taught on television

Very little Very muchABCDEF X
G H I J K

Mean score = 6.6900

13. I like television

Very little k Very r.uchABCDEF 0 II J K
Mean score = 6.7974

14. Teacher prepared television lesson: arc

Very dull
X

Very interesting

ABCDEFG 1I I J K
Mean :core = 6.)4693

15. I have been in classes where television was used before

Never Very oftenABCDEFGHIJK
Mean score = 5.4151



Section B (continued)

16. I like television as it was used in this classroom

Very little
XABCDEFGH

Mean score = 7.0356

Please stop and wait.

Very such
J K

Section C

Senator Kennedy is spendf_ng a full day in Gardner to see and
discuss local problems. You have been chosen to record and bring
back to the class a report on his visit and have been given all
the people and equipment necessary to use any of the following:

SLIDES
MOVIES
TAPE RECORDER
TELEVISION
PHOTOGRAPHS

Which would be your first choice?

Briefly tell why

If your first choice were not available, which would you
use second, third and so on:

,:cond choice

Third choice

Fourth choice

Fifth choice

Grade 7 11

8 10 12

Subject

Teacher's name



APPENDIX II

CONTROL GROUP IN MATHEMATICS

Student
Number I .Q.

Math
Comp.

Grade 7

Nath
Appl.

rath
Cc p.

Grade 8

rath
Appl.

Math
Conc.

Math
Conc.

1

2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12

El
88
90
93
93
98

95
96
96
99
100
111

7.2
7.6
7.8
6.4
7.2
8.0
5.8
7.6
5.1
7.0
5.3
.'.n

5.7
6.3
6.'
4.1
6.0
6.9
7.2
6.9
Q.0
6.";

4.

6.n

5.3
6.7
4.7
4.0
6.1
5.8
8.2
6.3
7.7
t-.5

6.7
7.2

7.3
8.0
7.)
.4

r P.

(..2

5.8
7.?
.)

,.3

1.3
.

--)

6.9
6.
8.5
6.1
I1 .8

7.6
6.6
7.8
8.2

.
,

.,)
(.°

6.7
7.5
7.4
5.6
5.3
7.--

7.4
5.3
7.
9.1
-).1

10.4
13 115 -') 11.1 11.6 10 .1 11.7 1").'

14 117 9.2
./4.3

10.3 1-.; 12.1 11..

15 117 7.6 11.3 11.'1 -1." 11.3
16 120 11.51 1. ).1 11.'i 12.' 11.)
17 120 7.6 9.3 ).1 12.5 11. x3 12.1
18 122 7.R 1,1.7 10.1 lo. , 1'. 11.1
19 124 11.3 11.8 11.) 1'. ) 1S.2 1'1.3

20 125 9.2 12.1 11.6 '., ]''. 1-.:
21 126 0.^ 11. I lo.. 10.) 12.' -.)
22 126 10.) ,.) 11.1 11.2 3. 11.3

127 ] 1 . 32.^ 11.6 12. , 12.4 1'.")1

27l 13i 11.3 11.1 11.1. 1 . 1". 11.
25 13, t.i 11. 10.1 1 .) 11. 1:-.)

'riG.: 10;x."0 3":3

10



APPENDIX III

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP IN MATHEMATICS

Grade 7 Grade 8

Student Math Math Math Math Math Math
Number I.Q. Compu. Conc. Appl. Compu. Cone. Appl.

6.9 7.4
9.9 10.4
7.6 5.8

7.4
8:g 9.8
8.8 11.1

10.3 lo.4
8.5 7.4
8.2 6.3

12.6 11.1
12.4 11.6
12.0 10.8
11.8 8.2
11.1 10.4
11.6 9.1
12.6 11.3
12.2 11.1
9.9 11.3

12.4 11.9
12.6 12.5
12.0 11.6
12.7 12.3
12.4 12.5
12.9 12.7
12.9 12.9

10.78 10.29

1 83 6.6 8.2 6.3 7.2
2 85 6.4 5.4 7.4 6.2
3 87 7.2 5.7 5.8 8.o
4 88 6.6 5.4 6.3 8.6
5 90 6.2 6.6 6.3 8.6
6 94 9.6 8.2 6.7 11.2
7 97 6.6 8.8 7.9 8.9
8 98 7.8 6.3 4.4 10.0
9 100 5.1 7.2 5.8 6.1

10 108 10.8 10.3 8.5 11.9
11 108 9.6 11.8 11.1 21.7
12 109 10.8 8.4 9.1 11.2
13 113 10.0 8.o 9.1 10.8
14 1114 8.9 8.5 7.2 10.8
15 115 9.2 9.2 7.9 10.0
16 115 8.6 9.9 11.1 10.4
17 116 8.6 8.8 9.8 10.8
18 117 6.2 7.2 8.2 8.6
19 123 6.8 11.4 11.3 12.1
20 125 10.0 11.4 8.2 10.8
21 126 10.0 12.0 9.1 12.1
22 128 11.2 12.0 12.9 12.5
23 130 10.8 11.1 12.1 12.5
24 137 8.4 11.6 11.9 12.7
25 141 9.2 12.9 12.5 12.9

Average 109.88 8.145 9.05 8.68 10.26

.11



APPENDIX IV

:i1.111c-nt

Nutr.br I.Q.

129
128
123
122
122
121
121
119
117
117
]1,3,

11,;

al?
112
111
111
1

121
122
Y5

CONTROL GROUP IN SCIENCE

Gain(.9"
of

7
8

11)

15
13

17
1

1-
20
21
22

23

Av,-Ylr;

21.5
11.')
10.2
11.2
11.2
7.5

12.2
P 4

P.)-1

r.n

111,0
ro

(
)

11.14

11.0
12.6
11.2
11.)

11.1'

11.2

1-1.2

1r).'

F.,(1

11..)

7.7

5

1.1;

1

1.11
1.1

""-1

1.7
1.2

. 1

';'..1:,n1 0:1 Of 1.1 IQ Tfl:,:t

A:,. 1 t fo Te:A 1 :2at'_ r:

.1?



APPENDIX V

Student
hurbor

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP IN SCIENCE

Gain1.Q.
Time of Test
7.9** 8.9x*

1 129 11.8 11.8 0.0
2 127 6.2 10.0 3.8
3 123 10.0 10.8 o.8
4 322 6.5 7.2 0.7
5 122 6.9 8.0 1.1
6 121 8.o 10.0 2.0
7 ldn 8.3 10.6 2.3
2 119 9.3 10.6 0.8
(' 112 6.9 8.7 2.2
lo 116 11,2 10.8 -0.4
11 116 10.8 i0. , 0.1)

12 116 8.5 10.0 1.5
13 113 9.8 10.0 9.0
18 112 4.6 5.6 1.0
15 110 10.8 11.4 0.6
16 110 9.2 19.," 1.6
17 107 8.7 9.6 0.9
33 193 8.3 2.5 0.2
19 101 6.7 7.1 1.0
20 99 7.5 9.2 1.7
21 97 6.3 6.9 -9.3
22 95 6.7 9.R 3.1
23 93 3.7 5.0 1.3
24 90 4.0 6.5 )2.5
25 LD 5.4 5.1 -0.c

Av,:Tages 110.36 7.85 2.93 1.13

'iYisecl on Ott; Lennon IQ Test
"iYx:le1 cn aanforl Achievement Te-t Alvancel Battery

1:1



APPENDIX VI

SCORES ON HAMLET UNIT IN ENGLISH

Experimental Group
1968-1969

Control Group
1967-1968

Student
Number I.Q.

Hamlet
Score

2tudent
Number

1 123 51 1

2 121 90 2

3 121 Si 3
4 118 85 0

5
6

113 14

113 873

5
6

7 112 73 7
P 112 Fa 8

9 111 66 0

10 110 55 10
11 110 77 11

12 109 81 12
13 10) 83 13
14 109 79 aii

15 109 .;',1 15
a6 108 16
17 108 6) 17
18 l'7H 61 18
19 107 69 19
20 107 Cm 29
21 105 51 21
22 105 77 22
23
20

205
a95

cl

66
22
, ,
..:.

25
26

10
104

65
_:-(

25
,,_,
,,

27
28

1(-)3

1.7)3

6i
6"-) 2e

29 102 6
J. 2.)

3) 102 21

32 10) 73
72 100 :':1

33 (-07 J-1
33

"0 c-r) 67
35 98 47

(c,:ntin,s1)

I.R.
Hamlet
Score

122 86
122 65
121 P.6

115 71
110 85
113 1--9

112 70
112 92
111 61
111 76
211 08
109 72
10) 59
ao.:, rr__,)

102 75
201 t8
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